Recently we have shown that the reduction of the Carruthers-Nieto symmetric quantum phase uctuation parameter (U ) with respect to its coherent state value corresponds to an antibunched state, but the converse is not true. Consequently reduction of U is a stronger criterion of nonclassicality than the lowest order antibunching. 
Introduction
A state which does not have any classical analogue is known as nonclassical state. For example, squeezed state and antibunched state are nonclassical. Commonly, standard deviation of an observable is considered to be the most natural measure of quantum uctuation [1] associated with that observable and the reduction of quantum uctuation below the coherent state level corresponds to a nonclassical state. For example, an electromagnetic eld is said to be electrically squeezed eld if uncertainties in the quadrature phase observable X reduces below the coherent state level (i.e. (∆X) 2 < 1 2 ) and antibunching is dened as a phenomenon in which the uctuations in photon number reduces below the Poisson level (i.e. (∆N ) 2 < N ) [2, 3] . Standard deviations can also be combined to form some complex measures of nonclassicality, which may increase with the increasing nonclassicality. As an example, we can note that the total noise of a quantum state which, is a measure of the total uctuations of the amplitude, increases with the increasing nonclassicality in the system [1] . Particular parameters, which are essentially combination of standard deviations of some function of quantum phase, were introduced by Carruthers and Nieto [4] as a measure of quantum phase uctuations. In recent past people have used Carruthers Nieto parameters to study quantum phase uctuations of coherent light interacting with a nonlinear nonabsorbing medium of inversion symmetry [5] [6] [7] [8] . But unfortunately any discussion regarding the physical meaning of these parameters were missing since recent past. Recently we have shown that the reduction of the CarruthersNieto symmetric quantum phase uctuation parameter (U ) with respect to its poissonian state value corresponds to an antibunched state, but the converse is not true [9] . Consequently reduction of U is a stronger criterion of nonclassicality than the lower order antibunching.
The intermediate states are nonclassical in general. It has also been observed that almost all the intermediate states satisfy the condition of higher order antibunching [10] . As the condition of higher order antibunching is stronger than that of usual antibunching in the sense that a state which is antibunched in the lth order has to be antibunched in (l − 1)th order too but the converse is not true [11] . Therefore, it seems quite reasonable to check whether the intermediate states satisfy the stronger condition of reduction of U or not. Present study reveals that the intermediate states may satisfy this stronger nonclassical criterion (i.e. reduction of U criterion).
The introduction of hermitian phase operators have some ambiguities (interested readers can see the review [12] ) which lead to many dierent formalisms [13-15 and references there in] of quantum phase. Among the dierent formalisms, Susskind Glogower (SG) [13] , Pegg Barnett [14] and Barnett Pegg (BP) [15] formalisms played most important role in the studies of phase properties and the phase uctuations of various physical systems. For example, SG formalism has been used by Fan [16] , Sanders [17] , Yao [18] , Gerry [5] , Carruthers and Nieto [4] and many others to study the phase properties and phase uctuations. On the other hand Lynch [7, 19] , Vacaro [20] , Tsui [21] , Pathak and Mandal [8] and others have used the BP formalism for the same purpose. The physical interpretation of reduction of U is valid in both SG and BP formalism of quantum phase [9] . Here we have studied the possibilities of observing reduction of U with respect to its poissonian state value (for intermediate state) in BP formalism.
The reason behind the study of nonclassical properties of intermediate states lies in the fact that the most of the interesting recent developments in quantum optics have arisen through the nonclassical properties of the radiation eld only. But the majority of these studies are focused on lowest order nonclassical eects. Higher order extensions of these nonclassical states, which can be viewed as satiscation of stronger criterion, have only been introduced in recent past [22] [23] [24] . Normally all the criteria of higher order nonclassicality are stronger than their lower order counter part. As the reduction of U is also stronger than the usual antibunching criterion. It is of an outstanding curiosity to check whether this particular stronger criterion of nonclassicality is satised by intermediate states or not.
The importance of a systematic study of quantum phase uctuation of intermediate state has also increased with the recent observations of quantum phase uctuations in quantum computation [25, 26] and superconductivity [21, 27] and with the success in experimental production of photon added coherent state [28] . These observations along with the fact that intermediate states satisfy stronger criterion of nonclassicality (namely the criterion of HOA ) have motivated us to study quantum phase uctuation of intermediate states. In next section we briey introduce quantum phase uctuation parameter (U) and the meaning of reduction of U . In section 3, it is shown that the reduction of phase uctuation parameter U can be seen in dierent intermediate state, such as binomial state, hypergeometric state, generalized binomial state, negative binomial state and photon added coherent state. Role of various parameters in controlling the depth of nonclassicality is also discussed. Finally in section 4 we conclude. precise, Carruthers and Nieto dened following parameter as a measure of phase uctuation 3 :
where, θ is the phase of the input coherent state |α , t is the interaction time and |α| 2 is the mean number of photon prior to the interaction. Later on this parameter draw more attention and many groups [5] [6] [7] [8] have used these parameters as a measure of quantum phase uctuation.
The total noise of a quantum state is a measure of the total uctuations of the amplitude. For a single mode quantum state having density matrix ρ it is dened as [1] 
In analogy to it we can dene the total phase uctuation as
Now using the relations (3), (4), (7), (8) and (11) we obtain
or,
and
Therefore,
Now we can write,
, which corresponds to a coherent state and thus the total uctuation in quantum phase variables (∆C)
can not be reduced below its coherent state value 
is positive. Under these conditions b increases monotonically with the increase in T . Thus the minima of T corresponds to the minima of b too and consequently, b is minimum for coherent state. In other words b can not be reduced below its coherent state value. Therefore any reduction in U = b(∆N ) 2 with respect to its poissonian state value will mean a decrease in
with respect to its poissonian state counter part. Thus the reduction of U with respect to its poissonian state value implies antibunching but the converse is not true. Earlier we have reported reduction of U with respect to coherent state in some simple optical processes and veried that the states are antibunched for the corresponding parameters. But the fact that every antibunched state is not associated with the reduction of U was not veried in the earlier work. Here we have shown that reduction of U is possible for various intermediate states and have also provided examples of intermediate states, which are antibunched for specic values of parameters but do not show reduction of U for the same values of the parameters. The intermediate states are studied under BP formalism because of the inherent computational simplicity of these formalism over the others. As the value of U in coherent (poissonian) state is 1 2 our requirement of strong nonclassicality reduces to
3 They had also introduced two more parameters S and Q for the purpose of calculation of the phase uctuations. But these parameters are not relevant for the present work.
further simplication of the criterion (15) is possible in BP formalism since the symmetric phase uctuation parameter in BP formalism reduces to
] and consequently our requirement for strong nonclassicality is
Now in light of this criterion we would like to study the nonclassical behavior of intermediate states. 
This state 4 is called intermediate state as it reduces to number state in the limit p → 0 and p → 1 (as |0, M = 0 and |1, M = |M ) and in the limit of M → ∞, p → 1, where α is a real constant, it reduces to a coherent state with real amplitude. Since the introduction of BS as an intermediate state it was always been of interest to quantum optics, nonlinear optics, atomic physics and molecular physics community. Consequently, dierent properties of binomial state have been studied [32] [33] [34] [35] . In these studies it has been observed that the nonclassical phenomena (such as, antibunching, squeezing and higher order squeezing) can be seen in BS. This trend of search for nonclassicality in Binomial state, continued in nineties and in one hand, several version of generalized BS has been proposed [32] [33] [34] Binomial state is originally dened as (17) , from which it is straight forward to show that
Similarly, we can write,
Consequently, we obtain,
Now using equations (16) and (19) (20) (21) (22) (23) one can obtain,
Figure 1: Variation of quantum phase uctuation of binomial state.
From the Fig. 1 , it is clear that the binomial state shows reduction of uctuation of quantum phase with respect to its coherent state counter part and thus it satises this stronger criterion of nonclassicality. But it does not satisfy the criterion for higher values of p. In [10] we have shown that Binomial state is always antibunched up to any order. For higher values of p it is antibunched in every order and thus satises the other strong criterion of nonclassicality but do not satisfy the criterion laid down on the basis of quantum phase uctuations. Earlier we had reported [9] that reduction of quantum phase uctuation means antibunching but the converse is not true. This is the rst time when an example of such a state which is antibunched but reduction of quantum phase uctuation with respect to coherent state does not happen, is found.
3.2
Generalized binomial state
As we have mentioned earlier there are dierent form of generalized binomial states [32] [33] [34] , in the present section we have chosen generalized binomial state introduced by Roy and Roy [33] for our study. Roy and Roy have introduced the generalized binomial state as
where,
where (x) r is conventional Pochhammer symbol and α, β > −1, n = 0, 1, ...., N . Now with the help of properties of Pochhammer symbol and operator algebra we can obtain following relations:
Figure 2: Variation of quantum phase uctuation with respect to α and β for Roy and Roy generalized binomial state.
From Fig. 2 it is clear that the reduction of quantum phase uctuation happens for Roy and Roy generalized binomial state. It is also observed that the depth of nonclassicality reduces with the increase in α and β. But as far as the higher (second) order antibunching is concerned, the depth of nonclassicality associated with it decreases with increase in α and increases with increase in β (see Fig. 2 and 3 of [10] ). Farther it had been observed in [10] that for particular values of α, β and N the state does not show second order antibunching. But here it is found that for the same values of α, β and N we can obtain reduction of quantum phase uctuation parameter with respect to its coherent state counterpart. Consequently we can say that, reduction of quantum phase uctuation means antibunching but does not essentially mean higher order antibunching and therefore, it is not essential that these two stronger conditions of nonclassicality would appear simultaneously.
3.3
Photon added coherent state:
Photon added coherent state (PACS) is dened as [39] )
where
By substituting equations (33) (34) (35) in (16) we can easily obtain a long expression of d U . Essential characteristic of d U of PACS can be seen in Fig 3. It is easy to observe that the reduction of quantum phase uctuation is possible in photon added coherent state. Since the depth of nonclassicality increases with the increase in m. So we can conclude, the more photon are added to coherent state the more nonclassical it is as far as the depth of nonclassicality associated with quantum phase uctuation is concerned. This particular characteristic is also been reected in higher order antibunching [10] . 
Similar operator algebra yields
(37) Variation of quantum phase uctuation parameter with respect to the probability p for NBS is shown in the Fig. 4 and it has been observed that the state is more nonclassical for lower values of p and higher values of M [10] . This is consistent with the earlier observations on higher order antibunching of NBS. 
. For this intermediate state we obtain
Lp n From this gure we can clearly observe that HS does not satisfy the reduction of quantum phase uctuation criterion for higher values of p but it satises the condition of higher order antibunching and consequently the condition of antibunching for those values of p. This is consistent with our theoretical prediction that reduction of quantum phase uctuation means antibunching but the converse is not true.
Conclusions
In essence, all the intermediate states described above show reduction of U with respect to its coherent state value 5 . This establishes that the intermediate states can satisfy the stronger criterion of nonclassicality compared to the criterion of usual antibunched state. This is consistent with our earlier observation of higher order antibunching of intermediate states [10] . Further, we would like to note that the binomial state can show reduction of uctuation of quantum phase with respect to its coherent state counter part and thus it can satisfy this stronger criterion of nonclassicality. But it does not satisfy the criterion for higher values of p (see Fig. 1 ). In [10] we have shown that Binomial state is always antibunched up to any order. Thus for higher values of p it is higher order antibunched and consequently satises the other strong criterion of nonclassicality but do not satisfy the criterion laid down on the basis of quantum phase uctuations. Similar phenomenon is also observed in HS. Earlier we had reported [9] that reduction of quantum phase uctuation means antibunching but the converse is not true. This is the rst time when an example of such a state which is antibunched but does not show reduction of quantum phase uctuation with respect to coherent state, is found. Further from the study of phase properties of Roy Roy GBS and HS we have learnt that the reduction of quantum phase uctuation mean antibunching but does not essentially mean higher order antibunching and therefore, it is not essential that these two stronger conditions of nonclassicality appear simultaneously. In connection to PACS we have observed that the more photon are added to coherent state the more nonclassical the PACS, is as far as the depth of nonclassicality associated with 5 In reciprocal binomial state, we have not observed this phenomenon. quantum phase uctuation is concerned. This particular characteristic has also been reected in higher order antibunching [10] . Further we have seen that the NBS is more nonclassical for lower values of p. This is also similar with the earlier observations on higher order antibunching of NBS.
